Tidel Announces New Coin Dispensing Systems
October 18, 2016 - Carrollton, Texas – Tidel, a world leader in Cash Management Systems and
Robbery Deterrent products, announces two new additions to its product family – the Rolled Coin
Dispenser and High Capacity Bulk Coin Dispenser. Both systems will be on display at the 2016
NACS show in Atlanta, in booth # 3661.
The High Capacity Bulk Coin Dispenser is an ideal solution for high volume cash environments,
such as grocery stores, transportation companies, big box retail, or hospitality organizations that
require a secure and dependable solution to manage the disbursement of loose coin, as part of
their day to day cash operations.
The Rolled Coin Dispenser enables retailers to securely store and dispense rolled coin on
demand, offering a convenient and complementary solution to the store’s overall cash
environment. Dispensing rolled coin on the store’s premises also minimizes the frequency and
expense of third party deliveries of rolled coin. With its innovative design, the Tidel Rolled Coin
Dispenser represents the smallest footprint and highest capacity system in the industry.
Both the High Capacity Bulk Coin Dispenser and Rolled Coin Dispenser can be controlled by two
Tidel systems – the Tidel S5 note recycler, or the Tidel Series 4e smart safe, providing retail
organizations unmatched flexibility and convenience in deploying either solution.
“Our new coin dispensing solutions are logical additions to our industry-leading portfolio of cash
management systems,” said Darren Taylor, Executive Vice President of Global Business
Development at Tidel. “The High Capacity Bulk Coin Dispenser provides our higher cash
volume customers additional capacity they may require to dispense loose coin through their
business day. Our Rolled Coin Dispenser enables our customers to securely store and
dispense rolled coin whenever they need it to support their daily cash operations. Both coin
dispensers are also the first solutions we have developed that can be controlled by two Tidel
systems – The Tidel S5 note recycler, or the Tidel Series 4e smart safe, which gives our
customers unparalleled capability and flexibility in operating turnkey coin dispensing solutions.”
ABOUT TIDEL
Headquartered outside of Dallas, TX, Tidel is a leading provider of cash management solutions
that empower retail institutions across the globe to better manage their daily cash operations,
reduce risk, and increase profits. Since 1978, customers have relied on Tidel to provide the most
innovative and reliable solutions that help secure, optimize, and streamline their cash
environment. Information about Tidel and its products may be found on the company’s website
at www.tidel.com.
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